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Vincent and Catherine opening voiceover
Opening credits--daylight, aerial view of New York City. Fade to streets of New York City
Scene fades to crowded newstand, woman gesturing with dollar bill to male news seller
Man's voice
Hey, lady, excuse me. Bobby, over here. All I want is a paper.
Woman
(turning to woman news seller)
Miss, can I have some change please?(taps shoulder) Excuse me, could I have some change?
Woman seller gestures 'one minute' while trying to help people around stand.
Woman
Please, could I have some change now?
Seller gestures again to wait.
Woman
(getting impatient)
No, I need some change right...
Male seller pulls woman away and makes change for her.
Man voiceover
All I want is a paper.
Man In Cap
Could I get a Sports Illustrated?
(man looks at news seller)
I asked you for a damned Sports Illustrated!
(getting angry)
What's the matter with you? Are you deaf?
Seller watches the man's lips say the word deaf.
Man In Cap
(yells)
Answer me! Are you deaf?
Seller sees him mouthing the words are you deaf
Laura
(screams)
NO!

Pushes man away and runs off down street
Male Newseller
Laura!
He closes stand and runs after Laura. Laura runs into group of construction workers who stop her.
Newseller
(catching up)
It's all right, guys. It's all right.
Laura pulls away from men
Newseller
(pulls Laura to him)
She's with me. It's all right
(holds hands up)
Laura (turns her to face him, signs and speaks)
What happened back there?
Laura signs an answer.
Newseller
(signs and speaks)
You must have patience, Laura.
Laura signs back angrily.
Newseller
(signs and speaks)
No, they don't know any better. You do know
(Laura nods, continues signing)
Come on. I know it is hard
(gestures)
Come on back to work, huh?
Willis leads Laura down street.
Newseller
Okay.
Laura and Willis arrive back at stand.
Man voiceover
Okay now?

Laura gestures angrily and runs off again.
Newseller
Laura!
(pushes through crowd)
Laura!
Laura runs through traffic in street. Horns blaring.
Newseller
(gestures)
Come back, Laura
(gestures)
Come back.
Laura turns back after getting across street.
Newseller
Laura!
Laura waves arms and mouths No, stop, waves Willis off and walks away.
Willis
(sadly)
Laura
(gestures to crowd)
Everybody, clear out.
Laura enters park and goes to park tunnel entrance and pauses before iron gate and hidden door.
Flashback to An Impossible Silence when Vincent leads Laura to Catherine's threshold.
Vincent
(sighs and signs and speaks)
This is where you go out. You can still change your mind.
Laura shakes her head no.
Vincent
(signs and speaks)
Try not to worry. You'll be safe. I'll be near. The woman I told you about is waiting.
Laura looks then starts to sign C-A-T-H...
Vincent
(speaks and signs)
Yes, Catherine
(forms letter C with hand)

Laura nods
Vincent
(signs and speaks)
This last year I felt in you a need to see beyond these tunnels and chambers. You've known inside
yourself that it was time.
Laura looks at entrance again. Sighs to Vincent and gestures, tears running down face.
Vincent
(signs and speaks)
I will miss you as well.
Catherine comes into view from lighted entrance. Vincent embraces Laura and she starts walking
toward Catherine. Gestures I Love You
(left hand thum and index finger in L shape, other fingers bent, pinky finger extended)
Laura
(signs)
I Love You. too.
Laura leaves with Catherine as Vincent watches from entrance.
Flashback fades to Laura leaning on iron gate, gazing sadly and longingly at iron door. Then slowly
exits tunnel, runs back through park. Switch to fenced alley, Laura climbs through fence into lot where
blue car with no doors is parked. Young man is lying on hood reading paper. Laura comes up behind
and shakes car. He turns to look and spots Laura. Looks confused at Laura. She shakes her head
and embraces him.
Man
(signs)
What is it?
Laura doesn't answer and hugs Jerry.
Scene fades to slide of black man projected on screen.
Catherine
This one is Miguel. We don't know his last name.
Switch to Joe with Catherine at projector
Catherine
But we do know he's their lieutenant.
Switch to slide shown of white man.

Catherine
His name is Rinaldo Gutierrez, he calls himself Lincoln.
Slide switches to ear with pierced earring, penny dangling .
Catherine
Because he wears a penny in each ear.
Scene widens to conference room, two detectives sitting in chairs.
McQueeney
So, he's the head honcho.
Parker
You think we can do without that kind of stuff. You know, just for one day.
Catherine
Here, here.
McQueeney
Parker, why are you getting bent out of shape over some punk who whacked a security guard?
Parker
(rising to feet)
It's not the point, McQueeney
Joe
Are you sure?
(points at screen)
That this Lincoln guy is the one?
Catherine
According to detective D'Nelly
McQueeney
We still don't have enough on this Lincoln guy for an arrest.
Catherine
(turns lights on)
Not unless rumors are suddenly admissable.
Catherine sits next to Parker on table.
McQueeney
How come they're not making a move, Chandler? Last week you said there'd be...

Catherine
I know what I said.
Joe
All right. Look, maybe McQueeney's right for once.
(others look at Joe)
Maybe we should just leave this... to Social Services.
Catherine
To do what?
Joe
Put the minors into foster care. See what happens.
Catherine
(rising)
Joe, this deaf gang is like a family. There's no way they'll give up Lincoln.
McQueeney
They're animals, like all the rest.
Catherine
(turns to McQueeney)
They're kids that nobody wanted.
(sighs)
Most of them were abused. All they know is anger, and Lincoln is using that.
(looks at Joe)
If we don't get rid of him first. You can forget about Social Services.
Joe looks down reluctantly.
Catherine
One more week.
Joe
(shakes head)
What? No!
Catherine
Just give me one more week to do it my way.
Joe
(shakes head more firmly)
No!

Catherine
Make it an even month before you write it off.
Joe looks away then turns back
Catherine
Can you live with that?
Joe
(reluctantly)
Do I have a choice?
Everyone looks at each other then each sighs as they look away.
Scene fades to night - Miguel and Lincoln walking through alley. They stop and Lincoln points to
homeless man lying on building doorway steps. Lincoln points and they continue walking. Lincoln
grabs two trash can lids and Miguel grabs club and walks back to man. Lincoln bangs lids over man,
startling him awake. Miguel gestures with club and motions man up. Lincoln pulls man to feet and
shoves man away. Miguel and Lincoln throw club and lids away, then enter building.
Young girl
(gestures)
Mommy, can you comb my hair?
Mother sitting on steps with child gestures yes
(shakes fist up and down)
Laura and man walk down stairs. Laura gestures happy expression to man, then continues
downstairs. Child hears knocking on door and sees door ratttle. Child hands kitten to mother and
goes to answer door, runs away as Miguel enters. Flashes light switch on and off and gestures
people to gather. Lincoln enters and joins group.
Lincoln
(signs)
Miguel saw warehouse tonight. It's easy. Perfect. We'll do it tomorrow.
Jose
(gestures at wrist)
What time?
Lincoln
(signs)
Tomorrow night. We sleep first. Get strong.
Man with red cap
(signs)

Who goes in?
Lincoln
(signs)
You, me, Jerry...
Points to man, himself and Jerry then points to Miguel
Lincoln
(signs)
...and Miguel.
Lincoln
(signs)
Jose watches our back. There's only one guard.
Miguel
(signs)
The guard has a gun
(points like holding gun)
Lincoln
(signs)
Don't worry. The guard is old and slow.
Jerry
(signs)
Laura stays here.
Lincoln
(signs)
Why?
Jerry
(signs)
She's new. She'll make mistakes. She doesn't know.
Lincoln
(signs)
She's one of us now, right?
Laura nods head.
Lincoln
(signs)
She does what we do.

Others nod and gesture in agreement.
Scene fades to parked van, Parker and McQueeney running surveillence. Infared shows two girls
approaching.
McQueeney
Definite make on Bianca Esteban. The other chick, I don't know.
Parker
Number four...
Switch to Catherine and Joe in parked car.
Man's voice(over radio)
He's coming your way. See if you can get an ID on the one in the cap,
Joe(clicks mic)
You got it.
Catherine(whispers)
Joe...
Points out window, both girls crossing alley where they are. Girls make their way to building, redhaired girl starts climbing ladder. Laura follows and waits by ladder as red-haired girl reaches top and
looks skyward. Pulls rock from pocket and bangs on ladder, Laura alerted, looks up. Laura flashes
light and other gang members approach.
Catherine(spots gang and radios)
They're here. They're moving.
Parker(in van)
Okay. Here we go, people.
Gang moves closer.
Joe(grabbing binoculars)
Oh, come on. Come on.
Gang continues closer, two police with rifles on fire escape. Gang separates as they get close to
where Laura is stationed. Red head scours roof as Laura looks up ladder. Red head spots cop on
other side of roof, runs back to ladder as cop rises to go after her. Taps warning on ladder then takes
off running. Laura flashes warning to gang. Lincoln gestures everyone to run.
McQueeney
No good!

Parker
Everybody stand down. Hold your position.
Police officers wait where they are. Laura gets up and runs as gang scatters.
Catherine(hits dashboard with fist)
Damn!
Joe(spots Laura coming toward them)
Cathy, look.
Joe and Catherine recognize Laura. Catherine gets out of car as Laura runs past.
Catherine(shocked)
Laura!
Laura stops momentarily then continues down alley. Catherine watches in concern.
Fade to black.
END OF ACT ONE
ACT TWO
Scene fades to tunnel entrance in Central Park. Catherine and Vincent meeting at iron gate.
Vincent
It's been difficult for her Above. We've known that for some time. Little by little, she began to shed her
duties as a Helper... until last week when she disappeared.
Catherine
Why didn't you tell me, Vincent? I might have helped.
Vincent
Somehow... I still think of the tunnels as her home. I felt certain that if she needed sanctuary - for
whatever reasons - that she would seek it among us.
Catherine
Well, she's found it, Vincent... but in a dangerous place... among people who live by violence. One of
them, we think, killed a security guard.
Vincent
And this is her new home?
Catherine
I'm sorry...

Vincent
I know.
Catherine
(sighing)
Vincent... Laura herself may have broken the law. I'm not sure but you should prepare yourself for
that possibility.
Vincent
We have our own laws, Catherine, and Laura must still answer to them. Until the Council and the
others determine otherwise, she remains a part of our community.
Catherine
I can't protect her in any way.
Vincent
I know but... I must see her... tonight... Please.
Scene fades to apartment bedroom. Laura and Jerry sleeping. Vincent appears and peers through
window on fire escape. Laura opens her eyes and sees Vincent at window. Slowly extricates herself
from Jerry's grasp and joins Vincent on fire escape.
Vincent
(signs and speaks)
It's good to see you.
Laura
(signs and points at Vincent)
You too.
Vincent
(signs and speaks)
Yes, it is. Painful as well.
Laura signs to Vincent.
Vincent
(signs and speaks)
I would never ask you to apologize.
Laura
(signs)
Why are you here?

Vincent
(signs and speaks)
I'm here because I care for you. Because... I love you. Because... I know that you've been unhappy
(points to Laura)
You could have come to us.
Laura tried turning away but Vincent touches her arm. Laura signs and ends with choking motion.
Vincent
(signs and speaks)
The world choked you.
Laura signs again and ends with a sign for anger.
Vincent
(signs and speaks)
I understand your anger but... Is this the right place for you? Are you happy here?
Vincent peers through another window at Jerry, still sleeping.
Vincent
(signs and speaks)
Do you love
(crosses arms across chest) him?
(points to Jerry)
Laura nods and signs very much.
Vincent
(signs and speaks)
You've become a woman.
Laura smiles at Vincent.
Vincent(signs and speaks)
I wish the circumstances were different but... you know the message I bring.
Laura nods.
Scene fades to Father's chamber. Father walking to stand at top of steps to join Council meeting.
Vincent, standing next to Laura, signs for Laura, Father and others.
Father
Laura, our purpose here is not to judge you.

Vincent
(translating vocally as Laura signs)
You can stand there with straight eyes and tell me that.
Father
Please, Laura. Remember, we are all your friends and... you know our rules as well as anyone. If you
wish to continue as part of us, then you must, at the very least, abide by the moral principles
according to which we all live.
Vincent
(translating as Laura signs)
What principles? Love
(crosses arms)
... trust... Those are just words. What good will they do me in the world Above? Yes
(shakes fist)
I love
(crosses arms).
Yes, I trust. But I also hate. I also distrust. There are other, more complex feelings, that I need to help
me to survive.
Father moves next to Vincent as he continues to sign for Laura.
Father
You are always free to return here. We would welcome you.
Vincent
(translating as Laura signs)
I have another family now.
William
Catherine tells us that some in your family are suspected of murder.
Vincent
(translating as Laura signs)
I know of no murders.
William(sharply)
But you live by violence. We do know that.
Vincent
(translating as Laura signs)
We live as we must. The only way we can. We live as all of you do. We've made the same choices, to
live... outside of society. The only difference I see is that you have chosen to live down here. We have
chosen to live... bound by our deafness.

William
(sharply)
No handicap - whatever it is, can excuse stealing and robbing
(angrily and raises voice)
And that is a fact
(points at Laura)
Vincent
(translating as Laura signs)
Down here you taught me that I was no different. That I was the same as everyone.
(angrily)
Now you call me handicapped!
Rebecca
(signs and speaks)
You know that William didn't mean it like that. I was your friend
(clasps index fingers together)
I am
(firmly)
your friend. We're worried about you...That's all.
Vincent
(translating as Laura signs, smirk look on her face)
It makes no difference. It is the same everywhere. I carry a shield
(holds fists sideways in front of her)
with me now. A shield to protect me. You can vote... If you want. I reject
(holds thumb up then turns it upside down) your vote. I reject your judgement.
Laura angrily walks out, Vincent looks at Father and others then goes after Laura. Catches up and
grabs Laura by shoulder.
Vincent
(turns Laura towards him)
Laura... Please consider what...
Laura shakes head and stops Vincent's hands. Slowly walks away from Vincent down tunnel.
Scene fades to rainy New York street, pans to office building.
Catherine's voice(angrily)
You involved yourself with the girl and you involved her in a felony. You just killed it for all of us.
Months of work.
Catherine leans on her desk, Jerry sitting across from her.
Catherine
What the hell were you thinking?

Jerry
( rising)
Don't give me that self-righteous crap! It's not like I volunteered for this.
(starts walking away)
Catherine(following him)
That is no excuse
(sighs)You talk to me, Jerry
(pulls on arm)
or I take it tt Internal Affairs right now.
Jerry
I just about gift-wrapped Lincoln for you. You're the ones who screwed up, not me.
(starts walking again)
Catherine
(following)
That is something different. Don't confuse it.
Jerry
(turning back)
I'm not confusing things.
Catherine
You listen to me, detective. You didn't just screw up. You broke the law!
(angrily)
I'm talking endangerment, entrapment, and if anything happens to that girl, God forbid, it is on your
head. Do you understand? You have been lying to us, to her, and to yourself. It's over.
Jerry looks around office and takes Catherine by arm.
Jerry
Come on.
Jerry and Catherine walk into Joe's empty office. Catherine closes door as Jerry walks to window.
Jerry
(sighs and looks out window)
Boy, it's funny.
Catherine
What's that?
Jerry
How I feel. I mean, I'm kind of relieved you found out.

Catherine
Secrets can get pretty heavy.
Jerry
The worst part of it was keeping it from Laura.
Turns back to Catherine, leans on cabinet.
Jerry
You know, my parents are deaf. Sign was my first language. I love her, Cathy. I didn't want to... And I
don't want to, but I do.
(sighs)
And I know I'm in major trouble.
Jerry turns and sits in Joe's chair. Catherine walks over and sits on corner of desk.
Catherine
(sighs)
I'll do what I can to help you, Jerry.
(shakes head)
But I can't keep this from the others. I'm sorry. And until we decide what to do, I don't want you
anywhere near that gang, that includes Laura.
Fade to black.
END OF ACT TWO
ACT THREE
Scene fades to candles flickering in Vincent's chamber, subway cars rattling, Vincent writing in
journal.
Vincent voiceover
It's late, yet I cannot sleep. I'm thinking of Laura. It's cold up there tonight. I can feel it. The chill...
down through the layers of pipe and earth that protect us, insulate us. What's happening to her? Can
there be anything so painful a watching a child you love falter in the world? Refuse your help? At what
point do you draw quietly away from their lives?At what point do you say I am no longer responsible?
We taught Laura to depend on herself, to think her own thoughts. Do we now tell her to disregard
those lessons? To doubt herself? To change? She is a woman now. No longer a child.
(puts pen down)
Scene fades to Laura shaking head, Lincoln smirking.
Lincoln
(signs)
You squealed(moves closer to Laura)You lied.

Laura
(signs)
I didn't.
Lincoln
(signs)
Rico saw you and the woman cop. She spoke to you.
Laura
(signs, tries to explain)
A mistake! She thought I was someone else. And I ran.
Lincoln
(grabs Laura then lets go. Signs)
You stabbed
(stabbing motion)
us in the back.
Laura
(signs and denies)
No! Ask Rico.
Lincoln
(shakes Laura then signs)
You stabbed us in the back.
Laura
(signs and cries)
No! Never! This is my home now.
Lincoln
(walks around Laura then signs)
Then who squealed?
(points to Laura)
You hearing?
Lincoln claps hands on either side of Laura's head
Lincoln
(signs)
You deaf?
Laura
(signs)
I'm deaf.
Laura signs and points to chest then places finger on cheek near ear then moves finger in arched
position toward mouth.

Lincoln
(signs)
You deaf? You trust hearing?
Laura
(signs)
I'm deaf.
Lincoln
(signs)
You hate hearing?
Lincoln starts walking Laura backward, signs angrily
Lincoln
(signs)
Sign it! You hate hearing!
(pushes Laura)
Sign it! You hate hearing
(pushes Laura again)
Laura
(signs)
I hate hearing
Points to chest, flecks hands to right then points to ear
Lincoln satisfied, rubs Laura's cheek. Suddenly Lincoln grabbed from behind by Jerry. Lincoln shoves
him away then walks over to rest of gang.
Jerry grabs Laura and signs You okay?
(points to her and makes ok sign)
Laura nods then walks out. Jerry starts to follow, stops and points at Lincoln. Lincoln knocks hand
away. Jerry shoves him and follows Laura out. Switch to Jerry and Laura walking into lot where blue
car is. Laura sits on hood.
Jerry
(signs)
Forget about him, okay?
Laura nods
Jerry
(signs)
Let's just get away from here. Just you and me
(Laura looks reluctant)
We could go upstate. Maybe Canada. No people
(walks over to tree)

Lots of trees...
Returns and takes Laura's hand, gently pulls her off car, twirls her around and into blue car. Pretends
car starts and they're driving along.
Jerry
(signs)
Look! There's a waterfall
(points out windshield)
Laura
(signs)
And the mountains!
(also points)
Jerry looks serious and turns to Laura.
Jerry
(signs)
Why not? I'm serious.
Laura
(signs)
I love you
(crosses arms)
Jerry
(laughs)
I love you
(returns sign)
Jerry leans over and kisses Laura. Jerry turns head away. Laura looks concerned
Laura
(signs)
What are you thinking?
Jerry
(signs)
I want us to go.
Laura
(nods and signs)
Me too.

Jerry
(reluctantly signs)
There's something I have to tell you first. It's a difficult thing.
Laura
(signs)
What?
Jerry(sadly signs)
I'm not deaf
(looks at Laura, sighs)
I can hear.
Laura shocked, pulls away, Jerry grabs hands.
Jerry(signs)
I'm a cop
Letter C to left shoulder, continues signing.
Jerry
I've been working secretly... because Lincoln killed a man
(signs and speaks)
I... can... speak.
Laura puts hand on Jerry's face, tries to leave car. Jerry stops her.
Jerry
(signs and speaks)
Please understand...
Laura pulls away and leaps out of car, Jerry follows.
Jerry(speaking)
Laura!
Jerry stops her before she can walk away.
Jerry
(speaks)
Laura
(speaks and signs)
I... wanted to tell you before. If you wanted me... I would... cut off my tongue and turn off my ears.
II...
Laura starts punching Jerry and tries to move past him.

Jerry
(signs and speaks)
You can't go back there. You're not one of them.
Laura punches Jerry and then signs angrily.
Laura
(signs)
You're not one of us!
Laura hits Jerry again and runs off. Jerry looking miserable, turns away. Laura running down alley,
crying, sobbing, kicking at things. Sits on crate and cries.
Scene fades night, Jerry in phone booth.
Catherine's voice
(over phone)
I told you to stay away from Laura.
Jerry
I couldn't just leave her with them. I told her everything. I had to.
Catherine
(on office phone, sighs)
Is she with you now?
Jerry
No. I don't know where she is. I've been walking the streets looking for her.
(sighing)
God, I feel miserable.
Catherine
Well, where might she have gone?
Jerry
(upset)
I said I don't know!
Catherine's voice
Tell me what happened, Jerry.
Lincoln's reflection appears behind Jerry in phone booth. Lincoln bangs garbage can lids with Rico
and Jose behind him. Jerry turns around. Rico and Jose break booth glass with clubs.
Catherine(office)
Jerry?

All three continue to break glass around Jerry.
Catherine's voice
Jerry? What's going on?
Glass continues to break
Catherine
(office)
Jerry?
Fade to black.
END OF ACT THREE
ACT FOUR
Scene fades to gang's hideout, Jerry tied and gagged to post. Rico holding boom box playing loudly
near Jerry's head. Jerry groaning at noise. Rico turns off box as Lincoln walks over
Lincoln
(signs)
He is a traitor. The enemy. He wants to pull us apart.
Looks at woman with girl.
Lincoln
(signs)
Steal your daughter
(girl runs out)
Now, we decide waht to do with him.
Laura enters room, Jerry glances at her, Laura looks scared, watching.
Jose
(signs)
Only one choice.
Rico
(signs)
Sticks and Stones...
Lincoln
(signs)
Sticks and Stones...

Rico
(signs)
Sticks and Stones...
Lincoln
(signs)
Sticks and Stones...
Others begin signing same thing and move closer to Jerry. Jerry tries to say something but only
grunts. Laura turns and flies out door, runs down back alley, enters building and pounds on door.
Willis – The newspaper vendor
(opens door a crack)
Laura!
Opens door wider, takes Laura by shoulders.
Willis
(gestures)
Laura! Come in, come in huh?
Laura signs urgently.
Willis
(signs and speaks)
Contact Vincent? Wha...?
Laura nods and signs.
Willis
(signs and speaks)
Who's going to get killed?
Laura starts to sign...
Willis
(upset, signs and speaks)
One of the gang? You can't expect Vincent to help them.
Laura signs more urgently, gives sign for cop.
Willis(repeats C to shoulder)
A cop?
Laura nods and runs off. Willis rushes inside and closes door.

Scene fades to gang in lot. Jerry tied to chain-link fence. Lincoln walks over and gestures with brick.
Signs at Jerry, turns and walks to gang, holding out brick to each one. Turns back to face Jerry.
Switch to helicopter flying overhead.
Joe
(on mic)
Nothing so far. Over.
Catherine on police radio outside hideout.
Catherine
McQueeney and Parker are stil inside. We're still waiting. Over.
Joe
All right, we'll take it up to Center from up here. We can cover B and D pretty well. Over.
McQueeney walks out, shaking head.
Catherine
The place is empty. We'll head north on Avenue D from here.
Switch back to gang in lot. Lincoln throws first brick and strikes Jerry in chest. Rico throws brick and
hits Jerry in lower torso, man with hat throws and hits Jerry. Other gang members start throwing
bricks. Laura runs up and tries to stop them. They all push her away and she runs to Jerry. To protect
him with her body. Gang continues to throw bricks.
Helicopter flying overhead, Joe pokes pilot and points outside windshield.
Joe
We got them. We got them.
Helicopter spotlight highlights gang. Jerry and Laura look up as sirens wail. Gang starts to scatter as
police cars screech to halt. Vincent watches from overhead.
Policeman(grabs gang member)
All right.
Police start gathering gang as helicopter hovers overhead. Laura looks around to see Lincoln raising
cinderblock over head. Vincent jumps down, knocking Lincoln over then slashes him with right hand.
Lincoln falls to ground as Vincent and Laura look at each other. Jerry slumped against fence.
Catherine and McQueeney arrive, stopping two gang members. Vincent hurries away, Catherine
glances at Lincoln then bends over Jerry and Laura.
Officer voice
Over here
(pulling gang member toward van)

Stop it. What's the matter now?
Catherine looks at Lincoln and picks up penny earring. Laura unties Jerry from fence, hugs him.
Scene fades to daylight, overlooking Central Park then fade to tunnel passage with Vincent, Laura
and Catherine.
Laura
(signs)
I feel ashamed.
Vincent
(signs and speaks)
Don't feel ashamed. Hate and rage are powerful forces in all of us. Don't punish yourself for feeling
them. They're... part of us we understand the least and yet... they're the part of us we should try to
understand the most.
Laura nods and looks away then back again.
Vincent
(signs and speaks)
What is it, Laura?
Laura
(signs and spells out)
J-E-R-R-Y.
Vincent
Jerry?
Laura
(signs)
I wish you could meet him.
Vincent
(signs and speaks)
I, also... hope to meet him. Perhaps... someday.
Laura smiles and nods then embraces Vincent. Catherine watching. Then embraces Laura herself.
Laura
(signs)
Thank you
(hand touches lips then pulled downward)
Catherine nods and Laura exits tunnel, signs I love you. Vincent and Catherine return sign.

Catherine
You have a lot to be proud of, Vincent. All that you've given Laura... and taught her.
Vincent
I never realized until now just how... much she's given me. How much I miss her.
Catherine
She's been through a lot.
Vincent
(nods)
The world has... tested her.
Catherine
And yet she chooses to remain Above.
Vincent
She's in love.
Catherine
That she could forgive Jerry - that took courage. It's the rarest kind of love.
Vincent
To surrender yourself completely to your heart. To trust it fully. To believe in it without doubting.
Catherine
To let it guide your life.
(sighs)
So now, Laura's found the way.
Vincent
(nods)
Yes.
Catherine
Will it make her life any simpler, do you think?
Vincent
(shakes head)
No.
(smirks)
Not simpler.
Catherine
But she'll be happier.

Vincent
Perhaps.
Catherine(moves closer)
Trust me, Vincent... She will be happier.
Catherine smiles and grabs Vincent by arms then releases him. Takes his hand and they walk
through the open iron door. Vincent closes gate and door behind them.
Fade to black
THE END

